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The Moroccan city of Fez, founded
in the ninth century CE, is one of
the most precious urban jewels of
Islamic civilization. For more than
40 years Titus Burckhardt worked to
document and preserve the artistic and
architectural heritage of Fez in particular
and Morocco in general. These newly
translated lectures, delivered while
Burckhardt was living and working in
Fez, explore how the historic city can
be preserved without turning it from a
living organism into a dead museumcity, and how it can be adapted and
updated using the values that gave birth
to the city and its way of life. Aided by
photographs and sketches made during
the course of his lifetime, Burckhardt
conveys what it means to be a living
Islamic city.
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Praise for Burckhardt and
His Previous Works
“[A] remarkable and striking profile of one of Islam’s sacred cities captured in lively prose and
enchanting pictures in both color and black and white.”
—Review of Middle East Studies
“Titus Burckhardt makes the world view of a traditional Islamic society concretely apparent.
One of the most profound depictions of lived Islam.”
—Navid Kermani, author of God is Beautiful: The Aesthetic Experience of the Quran
“[Burckhardt] expounded with unsurpassed lucidity the principles of Islamic art and
architecture. . . . [His] works on Morocco . . . are not only masterly expositions of the art of the
country he loved so much, but also a study of the intellectual, religious, and social structures of
the traditional Islamic world as they relate to art and architecture.”
—Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Professor Emeritus of Islamic Studies, George Washington
University, author of Islamic Art and Spirituality and Knowledge and the Sacred
“Titus Burckhardt’s dedication of nearly six years of his life to the cause of Fez was in response
to a debt of gratitude he felt to a country and a city which, during the decades of [the nineteen-]
thirties and forties, had so amply nourished his spiritual development. . . . [His] works are
distinguished by their quest for timeless values and . . . have themselves acquired a timeless
quality.”
—Stefano Bianca, Director of the Historic Cities Support Program, and author of Urban
Form in the Arab World
“[T]he sense of beauty . . . is indeed the ‘sixth sense’ which first attracted him to Morocco and
later, in the last part of his life, brought him as a physician called in for consultation, to the
country and the city which has become as dear to him as his own country.”
—Jean-Louis Michon, former Chief Technical Advisor to the Moroccan government on
UNESCO/UNDP projects, author of Introduction to Traditional Islam
“No one since the legendary A.K. Coomaraswamy has been able to demonstrate how entire
civilizations define themselves through their art with the precision of Titus Burckhardt.”
—Huston Smith, Professor Emeritus, Syracuse University, author of The World’s Religions
and Why Religion Matters
“Burckhardt has done more than any other single author in the past 50, if not 100, years to
recover the essential principles of the purpose of the arts. His breadth and depth of scholarship
is awe-inspiring. He will emerge in due time as one of the most important writers on the
recovery of the true value of art in the twentieth century and even in the twenty-first century.”
—Keith Critchlow, Professor Emeritus at The Prince’s School of Traditional Arts, London, and
author of Order in Space and Islamic Patterns
“Titus Burckhardt is an authority whose works are a constant source of inspiration.”
—Martin Lings, former Keeper of Oriental manuscripts at the British Library, and author of A
Sufi Saint of the Twentieth Century and Splendours of Qur’an Calligraphy and Illumination
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About the Author
Titus Burckhardt (1908-1984) was a leading member of the “Traditionalist” school of
comparative religious thought and an expert on Islam, Islamic arts and crafts, and its spiritual
dimension, Sufism. The great-nephew of the famous art-historian Jacob Burckhardt, he lived for
many years in Fez, Morocco and was an integral part of the Moroccan government’s successful
preservation of the ancient medina of Fez as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1981. In 1999
the Moroccan government sponsored an international symposium in Marrakesh in honor of
Burckhardt’s distinguished work. His writings include Fez: City of Islam and Art of Islam.

About the Editors
Jean-Louis Michon (1924-2013) was a “Traditionalist” writer, editor, translator, Arabist, and
artistic consultant who specialized in Islam in North Africa, Islamic art, and Sufism. From
1972-1980 Michon was Chief Technical Adviser to a series of joint programs by UNESCO,
the UN Development Program, and the Moroccan government aimed at the preservation of
traditional arts and crafts. He is the author of Autobiography (Fahrasa) of a Moroccan Sufi and
Introduction to Traditional Islam, Illustrated.
Joseph A. Fitzgerald studied Comparative Religion at Indiana University, where he also
earned a Doctor of Jurisprudence degree. He is an award-winning editor whose previous
publications include The Essential Sri Anandamayi Ma and Spirit of the Indian Warrior. He lives
in Bloomington, Indiana.
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